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Letter from AZPSMUN 2022 Secretary General 

It is my absolute honour to invite you all to the  5th Annual  Al Zuhour Private

School Model United Nations Conference (AZPSMUN) on  February 2022. This

year our MUN is special because we have all professional committees and global

issues to be discussed in the conference. Moreover, it is our priority to ensure that

the conference is organized to the highest standards in order to pursue our goals.

Today, we have the opportunity to transform the world, to make it a more just,

alive, and gracious place where everyone may flourish and feel secure.  We have

the opportunity to do something new everyday, to make a difference in this world!

This is why we should begin now and plan for the future. As a result, the purpose

of our conference is to encourage young people to participate in various debates in

order to address today's global concerns while learning to express their ideas and

viewpoints while working together diligently.

AZPSMUN is not only a conference that will help you academically, but also you

will get the opportunity to broaden your knowledge and apply it in lively debates.It

is also an opportunity to meet new people and make lasting experiences. Do not

miss out on such an experience!

Best regards,

Abdallah Haider

Secretary General 



 

Letter from the Chief Advisor 

Dear Delegates and Faculty Advisors, 

On behalf  of  all  the  chairs  and  conference  staff,  it  is  my distinct  honour  and

pleasure to welcome you to the 5th annual AZPSMUN 2022. After months of hard

work from our chairs, Media team, and Staff, we are excited and proud to welcome

over 150 delegates to the 5th edition of our annual conference. I am delighted to

announce that this year we have 5 committees in row and they are: The General

Assembly,  UNODC, WHO, DISEC and UNICEF. We at  AZPSMUN believe a

stellar conference experience does not end with committees as we continuously

strive to create an environment to challenge, innovate, and empower. AZPSMUN

is a unique platform to live the real political and parliamentary experience, and

more importantly to enrich your social knowledge and connections. We hope this

conference provides you with a new outlook on how our society functions and how

minor issues can slowly grow and impact us in ways we never knew.

I wish you all luck in your committee sessions! 

Kind Regards,



 

Chief Advisor 

Introduction to MUN 

Model United Nations, also known as Model UN or MUN, is an extra-curricular 

activity in which students usually participate as role-playing delegates to the 

United Nations and simulate UN committees. This practice takes place to develop 

public speaking, writing and research skills and usually coordinated by high school

students and seniors. 

MUN provides the first entry point into international affairs and introduce students 

to the wide range of peace and security, human rights, development and the rule of 

legislative issues that are on the UN agenda. The basic focus is for students to 

research political positions of nations and global areas of conflict to gain a better 

understanding of the world through it. It ultimately aims to develop the art of 

peaceful negotiation among potential national and international leaders. 

MUN is a forum where students act as representatives of their appointed country 

and are pioneers of their country's stance. It gives the students an opportunity to 

showcase their unique talents, which include the gift of the gab, having a quick wit,

being able to formulate plans of action under pressure, to being able to come to a 

workable compromise. In conclusion a MUN conference promises to be one of the 

most interesting, educational and memorable experiences of your life.

The combination of research, preparation, engagement, and interaction will aid in 

the development of delegates' debating, researching, and public speaking abilities, 



 

all of which will benefit the delegates in the future. 

MUN is not only educational in the sense that it broadens 

your understanding of the world we live in, but it is 

also a lot of fun!

Rules and Regulations

1. Scope

 Personal pronouns (I, we, etc...) are prohibited during session time (except 

unmoderated caucus) and everyone must remain formal. 

 Everyone must act appropriately, and respect others. 

 Any misbehavior won’t be tolerated, and it will affect you negatively.

 Flirting is strictly prohibited. 

These rules shall apply to all regular sessions of AZPSMUN for all committees.

These rules  are self-sufficient  and no other rules shall  apply.  In situations not

covered by the rules, the Chair shall constitute the final authority. 

2. Language 

The working language of the conference is English. All documents must be drawn 

up and speeches delivered in English. No translation services will be provided in 

any committee. 

Policies of conference (For online delegates)

o Delegates are required to enter with their names renamed as “Allocation 

Committee” such as (USA_UNSC) 

o Virtual backgrounds will not be entertained, unless the chairs feel like it’s 

appropriate for certain situations. 



 

o Delegates are requested to keep their audios on mute 

unless they are speaking. 

o Keep your videos switched on at all times. 

o If there is a network issue, the delegate has to 

personally text one of the chairs showing any kind of 

proof that there are connectivity issues. 

Dress code

Delegates should be dressed in business-style attire. 

Formal Items for Ladies Include: 
 Trouser or skirt below knees 

 Dresses or Abayas 

 Smart blouses or shirts 

 Smart shoes 

Formal Items for Gentlemen Include:
  Suits with tie / Blazers and smart trousers /Kandoras 

  Smart shoes 

Other Items Not Permitted: 

 Leather or denim trousers

           Leggings

 Trainers 

 Baggy Jumpers 

 Tracksuits

Delegates who are not dressed professionally will not be allowed to participate in 

the conference. 



 

Expectations of each Delegate

This conference is intended to be a realistic simulation of the United Nations 

committees. Delegates should conduct themselves according to the rules of 

procedure established for the conference as responsible participants, all delegates 

are expected to read the conference rules and procedure, delegate handbook, and 

other Conference materials provided. Delegates must avoid voicing personal 

beliefs during moderate caucus and should only represent the beliefs of their 

delegation (regardless of their own beliefs). 

All delegates are expected to act consistent with the policies currently expressed by

that country. Delegates should refrain from addressing anyone by his or her first 

name. Do not refer to the Secretariat Generals in a familiar sense while Conference

is in session. 



 

If you have a question while the conference is in session, 

you may write your question on a note and hand it to the 

runners (or write it down in the meeting chat). We ask 

that all delegates are respectful and courteous to 

all individuals participating in and assisting with the Conference.



 

Position paper

A position paper is a short paper that includes background information about the 

topic being discussed, your country’s stance on the issue, and possible solutions. 

Writing the position paper is a requirement, but it will also better enhance your 

understanding of your country’s policies. If you don’t submit it on time it will 

affect you negatively.

It should include: 

o Brief introduction about the committee 

o Background of the topic 

o How the issue affects your country 

o Country’s position depending on country’s policies and previous action 

towards the issue 

o Statistics to back up your country's position on the issue 



 

o Actions taken by your government with regard to 

the issue 

o Conventions and resolutions that your country

has signed or ratified 

o UN actions that your country supported or 

opposed 

o What your country believes should be done to address the issue 

o What your country would like to accomplish in the committee's resolution 

o How the positions of other countries affect your country's position 

Position paper format:

o Font Style: Times New Roman 

o Font Size: 12 (all text including headings) 

o Maximum word limit: 750 excluding bibliography no graphs, tables or 

pictures are to be included 

o Plagiarism is not allowed 

Structure of the position paper:-

o Committee: *name of the committee*

o Topic: *name of the topic* 

o Country: *country the delegate is representing* 

o Delegate name: *name of the delegate* 

o Represented by: *school name* 

Position paper sample:



 

Rules of Procedure for Speeches and Discussion

Roll call

o Delegates must verify if they are present (p) or present and voting (pv) 

o Delegates would be marked late or absent if they weren't present during the 

roll call. 

Quorum 

Before formal debate or voting procedure may begin, the committee must meet 

quorum. In this case, quorum is defined as one-third of the voting members of a 

committee as determined by the roll call list, rounded up. 



 

Voting procedures

Usually takes place during motions and resolutions, it 

will help decide if the motion or a resolution will pass or 

fail. The delegates can :

o Vote for /Vote against

o Abstain (delegates who stated that they are only present are the only ones 

who can abstain from voting for the resolution only) 

o All delegates must vote for the motions. 

Motions:-  

Motion to set the agenda

o Used in the very beginning of the debate. It sets the debate to a certain topic 

to be discussed 

o A delegate from each side would state points for and against each topic. 

Voting will then take place and it will pass/fail accordingly. 

Motion to open general speakers’ list 

o Motion to set the speaker’s list “Motion to set the speakers list to (insert 

topic) to (insert time) seconds/minutes”



 

o All delegates are advised to speak about the 

topic in general for a specific time that would be 

decided during sessions. 

o Delegates can be added more than once to the list if 

they wish to. 

o After the agenda has been set, it helps start the debate formally. 

Suspension of Debate 

During the course of debate, a delegate may move to caucus. When making such a 

motion, the delegate must specify a type and purpose, and in the case of a 

moderated caucus, a time limit, and speaking time for the caucus. There are two 

types of caucus. They are as follows: 

- Unmoderated caucus   
The chair is not involved. Delegates may move freely in and out of the committee 

room to speak to each other in a less formal setting or to write draft resolutions. No

points or motions shall be in order during unmoderated caucus. 

- Moderated caucus   
Delegates remain in their seats and are recognized at the Chair’s discretion to 

speak for the specified amount of time. During a moderated caucus, the Chair shall

call to order delegates who are making speeches unrelated to the designated topic. 

Only points of personal privilege and points of order are in order during a 

moderated caucus.

Motion to move to a moderated caucus

o “Motion to move to moderated caucus of … minutes of .... speaker time to 

discuss ... 



 

o When delegates wish to change the form of the 

debate to a moderated caucus about a certain topic 

for a certain time. The overall time for the debate is

set and voted upon about a certain topic 

o Time can be extended by follow-up motions or by 

the chair if s/he sees the topic relevant or interesting.
 

Motion to adjourn the meeting

o “Motion to adjourn/recess the meeting for the purpose of …” 

o Used when the delegates wish to end the debating session. Usually used at 

the end of the day. 

o The reason for adjourning of the meeting is stated and voted upon. 

Motion to recess the meeting

o “Motion to recess the meeting for …” 

o Used when the delegates wish to have a break from the debate, usually for 

lunch break. 

o The reason to recess and the amount of time is set and it is voted upon. 

Motion to move to voting procedure

o “Motion to move to voting procedure on [resolution/amendment]” 

o When delegates wish to move on from the debate and vote on the resolution/

amendment that is being discussed. 



 

o The committee moves to voting procedures and 

pass/fail the resolution, if the chair sees fit. 

o To pass, the chair sees if there is anyone who 

seconds and anyone who opposes the motion, 

and moves accordingly. If there are 

several opposing votes, the motion does not pass. No one is allowed to leave

or enter the room when voting is taking place. 

Yielding

Each delegate must yield their time in one of the following three ways: 

1. To the Chair:  

 The remaining speaking time is forfeit and the committee moves on. 

2. To another delegate:   

The delegate speaking may designate another delegate to speak for the 

balance of their speaking time. 

3. To questions:   

The delegate may use the rest of their time to answer questions posed by 

other delegates. The Chair shall select delegates to pose questions. Only the 

time taken to answer the questions shall be counted against the speaker’s 

remaining time. The time taken to pose the questions is not considered, 

although the Chair may cut off a delegate who takes too long to ask a 

question.

Points: -

Point of order

o A point that is raised due to an error with the chairs, a rude comment made 

by another delegate, or false information being said. (no voting required) 



 

Point  of  personal privilege
o A point raised when a delegate is uncomfortable 

with the surroundings of the room or feeling 

unwell. A common point of privilege is 

adjusting the room temperature. (no voting 

required) 

Point of information
o A point raised when a delegate wishes to ask a question to another delegate. 

It must be stated as question to be accepted. (no voting required) 

Point of Parliamentary Procedure/Point of Inquiry

o When the delegate has a question about the rules of procedure, flow of 

debate, etc. The chair will clarify the point asked and make sure the delegate

understands. This motion is made only when the floor is open. 

Right of reply written motion

o Requested if any delegate feels he/she has been personally subjected to a 

derogatory comment/insult or if they think a false or offensive point has 

been directed towards his/her country. If granted by the chair, the delegate is

given a certain amount of time to address the committee. This is a written 

reply sent to the chair. It is at the chair’s discretion whether it passes or not. 

There is no right of reply to a right of reply. 

Resolution Paper 



 

A  Resolution  Paper  is  a formal  document  which  is

made  during  the  MUN Conference.  This  is  the

document through which you propose  the  solutions  that

you have come up with your fellow  delegates  in  the

committee.  It  lays  out  the solutions  and  all  the  other

details  regarding  the implementation  of  the

solutions.

o Font Style: Times New Roman 

o Font Size: 12 

Resolution paper should include:

Perambulatory Clauses

These clauses describe why this resolution is being made, the purpose of the 

resolution, what this aims to achieve, past actions that have been taken, references 

to UN Documents, Treaties, and efforts taken by nations. 

o They can not include any solutions and are strictly statements of the 

aforementioned 

o In simple words this is giving context to the solutions that will be proposed 

in the Operative Clauses 



 



 

Resolution paper sample:



 

Amendments

 Friendly Amendments:

 Approved by all sponsors of the draft resolution and approved by the chairs are 

considered friendly and are added to the draft resolution without a vote; they do 

not require formal introduction to the committee prior to voting procedure, and will

be read out before voting on the amended resolution. Friendly amendments may be

further amended through the unfriendly amendment process.

 Unfriendly Amendments 

Not approved by all sponsors of the draft resolution and require signatures from 

one-fifth of the total members of the committee, as determined by the chairs, and 

the approval of the chairs to be introduced. 

Unfriendly amendments are formally read out to the body and then voted on 

separately upon entering voting procedure. Amendments to unfriendly 

amendments are out of order.



 

 Crisis in MUN

A crisis situation in a Model United Nations conference is a hypothetical situation

presented  to  the  committee  by  the  Secretary-General  or  the  Chair.  It  is  the

simulation of  a global or  regional  crisis  that  necessarily  needs the spontaneous

response  from the  international  community.  The  committee  where  the  crisis  is

introduced is called upon to set aside or table debate on the current Agenda to

allow the delegates of that specific committee to pay attention to the occurrence.

During this time the secretariat member describes the situation according to the

specific and possibly life-threatening information received by them from a given or

anonymous source, and may entertain points of information regarding the same

once they conclude offering the information to the delegates as received by them.

A committee shall discuss a crisis until a directive (plan of action) has been passed

on it or until decided by one of the Chairs. The considerations that should be made

by the committee during a crisis situation are:

o Understanding the crisis and its potential implications.

o Informing or not informing the public and press regarding a situation or a 

planned action.

o Taking immediate short-term action and damage control.

o Reacting to and negotiating with other entities.

o Preventing further escalation and future crises.



 

Tips for Effective Caucusing 

1) Have a plan in mind: Formulate ideas on what your country would like to see 

included in a resolution. Decide which clauses you are willing to negotiate on and 

which you are not. 

2) Find delegates in your regional bloc: This is the easiest way to seek out allies. 

However, if you find that the group you are working with is not meeting your 

needs, do not be afraid to switch groups. 

3) Provide ideas: Tell others what your country is hoping to achieve. If you do not

agree with an idea, do not hesitate to say that it is against your country's policy. 

4) Negotiate: While it is often necessary to give up something that you want, make

sure that you are not giving up anything too important. 

5) Listen: By listening to what others are saying you will be able to build on other 

people's ideas and add more to the discussion. Listening also shows respect for 

other delegates. 

6) Do not interrupt: Allow other delegates to finish their thoughts rather than 

interrupting others in the middle of a sentence. It sometimes helps to write down 

your idea so that you can bring it up when the delegate is finished speaking. 

7) Be resourceful: By providing fellow delegates with resolution text, maps or 

information, as they need it, you will show that you are valuable to the group. 

8) Have one-on-one conversations: Speaking with an individual or in a small 

group is the best way to find out a delegate's position on an issue. Larger groups 

are better suited to brainstorming. 



 

9) Stay calm: In caucuses, delegates can sometimes "lose their cool." Staying calm

will not only help your group be more effective, but will be noticed by the 

conference staff. Always keep your voice at a normal level. If you see that you are 

becoming upset or raising your voice, excuse yourself from the group for a few 

minutes. 

10) Use time effectively: Make sure you have enough time to hear everyone's 

ideas so that you can discuss them during formal debate. Try not to waste time 

arguing over small details that do not seriously affect the draft resolution.
 
11) Show respect: Never give orders or tell other delegates what they should or 

should not do. Be polite and treat all your fellow delegates with respect. 

12) Provide constructive critique: Rather than negatively criticizing another 

delegate, focus on providing constructive critique. If you dislike an idea, try to 

offer an alternative. Critique ideas, not people.



 

MUN Tutorial Videos

These are just a few examples of some helpful videos in conveying a condensed 

simulation of a Model United Nations Conference. There are many more available 

to you through a simple YouTube search.

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBh_RaX0gvs  

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0XrpsyFKR0  

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9Rwhw-L2iU  

Closing Remarks

This delegate handbook is intended to support your preparation for the AZPS 

Model United Nations Conference 2022. Your success as a delegate will be 

reflective of your preparedness and familiarity with the topics and the Rules of 

Procedure. We hope we have covered as many of your questions as possible.

For any questions you might have, please contact:

Chief Advisor: Mrs.Rasha Nageeb (rasha.mohamed@alzuhourschool.com)

Associate of Delegate Affairs: Omar Alaa )ZHS04665@alzuhourschool.com)

We cannot wait to see you at AZPS Model United         

Nations Conference! Good luck!



 


